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Notes from the Archive
MANAGEMENT OF THE RELIEF AND RECONSTRUCTION
AFTER THE GREAT EARTHQUAKE OF 1934
Yogesh Raj

Introduction
These documents significantly expand our knowledge of the early relief
and reconstruction activities following the Great Earthquake of 15 January
1934, also variously known as the Great Indian Earthquake, 1934 NepalBihar Earthquake, Bihar-Nepal Earthquake, or simply Bihar Earthquake.1
Existing knowledge about the momentous event and its aftermath is primarily
based on contemporary and near-contemporary information compiled in the
book Nepalko Mahàbhåkampa (Rana 1991 v.s.).2 The book has undergone
several reprints and a translation in recent years (e.g., Rana 2041 v.s., 2013;
Brahmashamsher 2015). There was a renewed interest in the book and other
published accounts on this and the other earthquakes.3 However, the book
has a skewed and selective character, not the least because of the author’s
membership in the ruling clan. It also comes through as an account of the
charitable guardianship of the Nepali elite, and matches in the viewpoint
with that comes through in the state mouthpiece Gorkhàpatra, and the related
chapter in the biography of Judhha Shamsher, the then Rana Prime Minister
1
For instance, a psychological study on the rumours associated with the 1934 quake
calls it the Great Indian Earthquake of 1934 (Prasad 1935); a popular wiki page in English
mentions it as the 1934 Nepal-Bihar Earthquake (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1934_
Nepal%E2%80%93Bihar_earthquake). A more recent paper on the comparative fatality during
earthquakes calls it the ‘1934, Bihar-Nepal Earthquake’ (Sapkota, Bollinger and Perrier 2016).
Eleonor Marcussen (2011) has used the phrase Bihar Earthquake.
2
Other contemporary studies on the 1934 earthquake are, for instances, Nasu 1935 and
Prasad 1935.
3
For instance, Mahesraj Pant’s article on historical seismicity published in 2000 is now
often cited for viewing earthquakes as recurrent phenomena in Nepal (Pant 2000; Parajuli 2015).
Pant himself has written several pieces for popular media on the 1934 earthquake and others
in Nepali history after April 2015. See, for instance, Pant 2072 v.s.a, 2072 v.s.b, 2072 v.s.c.
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(Prasad 1975). It has been aptly called a “very limited, deeply flawed” work
insufficient “to study the quake as a natural disaster” (Mishra and Aryal
2015: 4). Nevertheless, the book has been featuring as the single source
for analysing comparative mortality (Sapkota, Bollinger and Perrier 2016),
effective approach to reduce earthquake vulnerability (Marahatta 2012),
relief operations (Marcussen 2011), originality of the heritage monuments
(Karki 2072 v.s.), or geological shifts (Pandey and Molnar 1988). The
documents presented here, in comparison, provide us a rare view of the
everyday workings of the state agency responsible for managing the postquake operations and actions of the ordinary citizens amidst the national
catastrophe.
The archival collection, from which the documents are drawn, is a
repository created by the Bhukampa Piditoddharak Sanstha (BPS), or
the Earthquake Victims Relief Organization (EVRO), the state-appointed
body to manage the early relief and reconstruction activities after the
1934 earthquake. This collection is now housed in the National Archives,
Kathmandu, although it is not yet readily accessible to researchers. A hand
list for the 23-odd bundles in the collection does not exist. It will be some
time before the description of individual cotton-bound bundles become
available. At a cursory glance, the documents inside the bundles appear
to be thematically arranged for bureaucratic efficiency. Since the bundles
were repacked and renumbered during their transfers from the original site
in Kumari Chok and Central Revenue Office in Babarmahal to the National
Archives in Sinhadarbar, the arrangement is not strictly adhered to. This
is evident from the variations found between the hand list prepared by the
National History Guide Committee in 1988, and the list maintained by
the Archives. The source manual mentions ‘39 packets’ on the earthquake
but does not provide the numbers (Amatya 2045 v.s.: 91), the existing list
suggests packet numbers 306–310 with four bundles (ka, kha, ga, gha)
within each ‘packet.’ Further, the fact that the papers of a court case of 2018
v.s. have been found inserted in the packet number 308(ka), suggesting a
reshuffled packaging on a later date. A preliminary estimate indicates that
the collection contains about 10,000 documents. It contains documents in the
shape of enumeration (lagat), table (terãj), petition (bintipatra), application
(darkhàsta), letter and/or notice (purjã), registers (kitàp), and information
report (jàherã). The collection is perhaps the largest repository on the 1934
earthquake anywhere in the world.
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Under the aegis of the Rupture Research Program, researchers at Martin
Chautari are now preparing a catalogue of the collection. The aim is twofold: one, to make prospective researchers more aware of the various kinds
of documents available for their perusal; and the other, to integrate some of
the more significant texts from the collection into Chautari’s own rupture
research repository. The former will trigger more productive enquiries
into the management of the 1934 earthquake. The latter will help situate
the earthquake research in a broader perspective of the rupture research
framework being developed at Chautari to understand all sorts of natural
and man-made catastrophes (Raj 2069 v.s., 2013). Chautari’s repository will
contain valuable primary and secondary sources on all kinds of ruptures in
a publicly accessible format.
In presenting these select documents, I have attempted to cover all
important aspects of the post-disaster response, albeit as samples drawn from
different locations: Document 1 is a damage assessment form; Document 2 is
an instruction to revise the form as rehabilitation became an issue; Document
3 shows the disaggregate estimates of the inputs for reconstruction; Document
4 is a set of three papers which exhibit the negotiation between the delivering
state and the demanding survivors for construction materials; Document 5
presents a way the regime targeted financial aid to the needy population;
Document 6 is a view of the timber contractors attempting to benefit from
the urgent supplies; Document 7 refers to a problem faced by the issuing
authority in recovering the loans from the state employees; Document 8, in
contrast, indicates how an individual household in a city core struggles to
cope with everyday notions, which had become starkly ambivalent in the
post-quake context. The episodes contained in these documents will bring
inevitable comparisons to the current post-2015 quake processes.
Each document is presented here with a prefatory note, followed by its
facsimile, the Devanagari transliteration of its textual content, and a faithful,
if somewhat loose, translation in English. In more than one note, readers
will recognize my (and I believe theirs) disappointment over the way the
Nepali state is currently handling the post-disaster responses. As expressed
elsewhere (Raj and Gautam 2015), I still think that normative assessment of
the post-disaster operations is neither fair nor particularly helpful, although
being a historian, I have difficulty agreeing with those who are adamant in
ignoring the past lessons in framing the operations. The miss by the Nepali
state bureaucracy and emergency aid organizations in 2015, specifically in
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perusing the information architecture built during 1934, has clearly added
more uncertainties and miseries of the quake-affected families.
While transliterating the documents, I have maintained the line breaks,
indents and layouts so as to ease verification; ^ ( ) signs indicate crow-feet
additions in the original; strikethrough letters have been reproduced as such;
for deliberate blank spaces, I have used *; for textual inconsistency and
obvious omissions, I have employed the exclamation; for the texts broken
due to damage, I have used the sign ]...[. In translating the Nepali text into
English, I have tried not to be notarial, but preferred readability. A degree of
accuracy is thereby sacrificed, but I hope, not significantly. Lastly, since this
is an early dispatch from the archives, I have reserved manuscriptological
remarks, or source criticism for the forthcoming publications.

DOCUMENT 1
First Damage Assessment Form
There were at least five sets of the data forms collected by different state
agencies to assess the damages in the aftermath of the earthquake of 25 April
2015. These came in the templates prepared by (a) the Ministry of Home
Affairs, (b) District Disaster Management Committee, (c) the Municipality,
(d) I/NGOs, and (e) volunteer engineers. These forms were developed hastily
and did not disaggregate according to gender, losses, resourcefulness and
vulnerability of the affected population. They also contained ambiguous
categories such as ‘partially damaged’ structures and provided a scope for
subjective bias in red/yellow/green labels. Despite knowing in advance
that the resulting information would be the basis for relief distribution
and reconstruction, none of the forms allowed easy verification and
authentication. While these assessments helped the government to apprehend
the overall effect of the earthquake, in the shape of the Post-Disaster Need
Assessment (PDNA), they were hardly useful for targeting and allocating
relief, or for framing a robust arrangement for reconstruction. The shabby
information architecture produced inaccurate data on the damage, and
created a large number of fake victims. In fact, the assessment was deemed
so imprecise that, after a good eight months, it was thought proper to conduct
yet another ‘scientific’ damage assessment to build a more secure basis for
reconstruction and rehabilitation programs. The first damage assessment
form implemented as early as on Day 3 (i.e., 18 January) after the 1934
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Great Earthquake was far richer by comparison. The sample reproduced here
was used in Lamatar. A closer study, however, reveals that the forms used in
Kathmandu city were more elaborate (viz., also contained the seals of the
data gathering officials), while those in Trishuli were less so. Nevertheless,
their attention to disaggregated data, not only on the dead, survivors, extent
and nature of physical damage, possibility of repair, losses and household
level vulnerability must be said as remarkable.
Image 1: Damage Assessment Form, 1934
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DOCUMENT 2
Revision in Details to be Collected
It is both necessary and possible to assess the extent of the damage and of
the build back capability of the affected population in the first instance itself,
if the disaster management institutions and actors therein do not suffer from
amnesia. The issue of refurbish, rehabilitation and reconstruction arrives,
rather quickly, after the first days of search and rescue (SAR), early relief
(ER) and debris management activities. It hardly requires a great creativity
to imagine the need for mobilising resources to enhance the capacity of the
affected communities for repair. It may, however, take some time to develop
mechanisms to implement such assistance. In the 2015 Great Earthquake,
it took about eight months to constitute the National Reconstruction
Authority (NRA), as the major political parties refreshed the stalled task
of promulgating the new constitution, allowed the related Ordinance to
lapse and quibbled over the appointment of the executive for the NRA. It
is expected that the first reconstruction will happen only after April 2016.
It is not yet clear how the state funding will reach the targeted population
and whether its full utilization can be ensured. It is clear, however, that the
Nepali state is unable to match its financial relief, in the shape of the aid or
loan, to the extent of damage or loss any particular household suffered. This
is partly because the state does not know the need of a particular household.
To compare, the managers of the post-quake activities in the 1934 Great
Earthquake realized the need to know the specifics early on. Hence, in
the first assessment form (Document 1 above) itself, the information on
the extent of needed repair and the capacity to self repair, as expressed by
the house owner was included. Yet, the Bhukampa Piditoddharak Sanstha
(BPS), a high-level disaster management authority (comparable to the NRA)
asked its surveyors to collect household level data so that the government
funding could be tailored to the ability and need of a particular family. As
the following document shows, BPS allowed several options to the affected
families: it asked the requirement of those families which preferred to
pay discounted rates for the construction materials (Clause 1); it sought
certified amounts of loan from others which wanted to borrow cash from
the government (Clause 2); it wanted to identify those families which relied
completely on the state for repair (Clause 3); and it also sought information
on those families which wanted to relocate themselves with the help of the
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government (Clause 4). The ‘autocratic’ Rana government thought it fit to
rationalize their assistance in proportion to the household requirements.
Image 2: Additional Queries, c. 1934

Devanagari Transliteration
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English Translation
ørã
The sample of the form to collect data, which were not included
in the existing household census, has also been included herein
1.

2.

If there are owners of the damaged houses, who want specific quantities
of bricks, timber, corrugated sheets, etc. on discounted prices to repair
or build back the houses, then bring the details on who want it, which
materials are needed, how much and their preliminary costs in a clearly
written tabular format ---------------------------------------------------------1
If there are people among the owners of the damaged houses, who say
they cannot muster enough resources to build back themselves, that
they can hardly do without the aid of the government, that they want
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3.

4.

5.

loans, then bring the details on the amount, the type, and the manner of
their request with your own discriminatory note in the column of the
remarks -------------------------------------------------------------------------1
If there are people, who say that they are in such a wretched condition
that they cannot pay back any loan, and they can rebuild or repair only
with the grant in aid from the government, include that too --------------1
Among the cases of people, whose houses have been damaged, if there
are some, who wish to leave their localities and build houses in open
spaces or fields elsewhere granted to them, clarify that as well ----------1
While conducting the household census, specify the four side
boundaries----------------------------------------------------------------------1

DOCUMENT 3
Disaggregate Estimates of the Inputs to Reconstruction
There are marked differences in the way the Nepali state used the data
collected during the damage assessment surveys in 2015 and 1934. In 2015,
sectorial estimates on the damage were quickly churned out to a round figure
in the PDNA for the Nepal government to call for the foreign assistance,
and not for calibrating the financial aid to suit as finely as possible to the
individual household’s needs as it was done by the BPS in 1934. The
revision introduced in the damage assessment enabled the BPS to make
realistic estimates of the required inputs to reconstruction. This has not yet
happened. The BPS found it important that the input estimates remained
disaggregated. This could have been motivated by two connected reasons.
First, since it knew that not everyone wanted free construction materials, its
focus should well be in availing construction materials in the market in the
required quantities. Second, the inputs were clearly not intersubstitutable or
could be purchased equally easily from the market. The BPS’s mobilization
strategies would then clearly depend on the type of the input. Hence, the
table in the following document shows that of the total 167 households in
an area claiming financial assistance of 46,355 rupees, five would relocate,
91 would take partial loans (50% of the claim amount), 44 would take loans
in full (43.3%), one was poor and destitute (3.8%), and one would apply
for a grant. The surveyor-in-charge considered more than 83 percent of the
claim as legitimate. The distribution of claim amount per household reflects
the prevailing wealth distribution. Significantly, 30 households wanted the
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required inputs to be made readily available. These households wanted
136,000 bricks, 2,406 structural timbers, and 407 corrugated sheets. The need
for the skilled construction worker was also clear: the households required
824 carpenters and 748 masons. Although it is not apparent from the table if
these were man-days, such disaggregated data must have made the planning
for inputs easier for the BPS and its constituent entities. Compared to the
scenario, the reconstruction service centers, said to be established in the
quake-affected districts for the reconstruction, in December 2015 have no
knowledge about such disaggregated estimates and will have no option other
than to wait for the quake affected families to come to their doors for advice.
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Image 3: Disaggregate Input Estimates, c. 1934
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Devanagari Transliteration
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English Translation
Table
Total number of Households ………………………………………………..
Those who can bear the costs of rebuilding but seek materials
Number of households……………………………………………….30
Bricks …………………………………………......………136000
Clay tiles ……………………………..............……10000 10000
Burnt bricks ………………………........................126000
……………………………………….........................……
Timber ………………………………………………...….
Beams in number …………………………………….880
Rafters in number ……………………………….......1362
Cross beams in number ……………………………......31
Pillar of Agràùa in number …………………………...133
…………………………………………………………….
Corrugated sheets ……………………………………...… 407
Craftsmen persons …………………………………..….. 1572
Carpenters …………………………………….. 824
Masons ……………………………………....... 748
…………………………………………………...........……
Cash for 167 households, including five which agree to relocate
in the riverbanks …………………………………................… 46355
91 households seeking partial loans ……………...... 23505
44 households seeking loans in full ………………... 20050
1 household of the poor and the destitute ………....… 1750
1 household seeking a grant ………………………..… 200
..............................................................................................
Verified by the survey officer as legitimate 			
38705
Me. Ka. Pa. Tulàvãkram Ràõà …....…1
Nàrà. Ratnabahàdur Josã …..…….......1
Nàrà. Ratne÷varlàl Josã……....………1
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DOCUMENT 4
An Enquiry into the Reconstruction Material Requirement
The following three documents are related to the supply of timber for
reconstructing a minor temple in the outskirts of the Kathmandu city.
Although more digging in the archive is necessary to develop a complete
picture of the procurement and distribution of the rebuilding materials after
the 1934 Great Earthquake, the three documents already exhibit contrasting
post-quake reconstruction plan that the one formulated by the NRA in
2015. The state agencies under the Rana regime took the responsibility for
the supplies of reconstruction materials. For instance, the Offices of the
Management of Woodcutting both in the mountains and in the plains would
ensure the supplies of timber. The NRA, in contrast, thinks it fit to disburse
two lakh rupees in three instalments to the affected households, and hopes
that the ‘market’ (the private suppliers and distribution networks) will ensure
the fulfilment of the householders’ need for building materials. The guidelines
prepared under the aegis of the Ministry of Forest and Soil Conservation
in 2015 also chiefly assume that the market would manage the distribution
except for the communities adjacent to the community forestry. Clearly, the
role (and I suspect, the responsibility) of the Nepali state in directly assisting
the affected families has shrunk in recent decades. This is due perhaps to a
combination of factors: it has demonstrably weak capacity to enforce rules
for the fair market practices; its key officials collude with influential actors
to benefit from the underground market or from bending the existing rules;
and the political parties of substance show the double-tongue of paying lipservice to the ‘socialism-oriented’ Nepal and leaving the market mayhem
unchecked. This has become evident both in the ways building materials for
relief appeared at inflated prices in the kabàóã shops, and the cooking gas
shortage has continued despite the unrestricted supplies. This is not to say
that the state agencies responsible for the post-disaster recovery acted in more
effective manner then. The applicant in the Document 4C below resorted
to circumvent the post-disaster mechanism. He sought a recommendation
from the Commander-in-Chief for the conventional Building Survey Office
effectively to nullify the BPS sanction, citing its inappropriateness. The
circumvention attests to the fact that many got the things done in a way not
anticipated by the BPS.
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Image 4A: Construction Material Requirement, 1934

Devanagari Transliteration
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English Translation
From the Bhåka§pa Pióitoddhàrak Sa§sthà to the Offices of the
Management of the Woodcutting in the Mountains
Chit
Thereafter, in order to reconstruct the quake-damaged temple of
ørãaùñamàtçkàdevã (Eight Mother Goddesses) at the place called Macalã,
which is on the way to the Pacalãbhairav shrine, 10 units of 12-cubit long
beams made of the pine trees were roughly found necessary and sanctioned.
But now upon the receipt of the application by Bhairav Bahàdur Josã, a
resident of Phasãkeva in Kathmandu, for granting the required quantity
of timber of the variety other than that previously sanctioned, and for not
issuing the sanction, this letter has been written to ask you to reply whether
he has already received the 12 units (!) of beams of the pine trees. In the
year Sa§vat 1991, * Màrga, * day. Be auspicious!
Image 4B: Reconstruction Material Requirement, 1935
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Devanagari Transliteration
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>Lci6dfCsfb]jLsf] :yf+ e"
sDkn] eTs]sf] agfpFgfnfO{= gLsf;f eofsf] !@ xft] bnL+= yf+
!) rfxLb}g= cs}{ sL
;Ldsf]= rfxLg] htL sf7 kfpF egL= km;Ls]j a:g]= e}/jaxfb'/
hf];Ln]= bvf{:t bL
o]sf] x'gfn]= ;f] ci6dfCsfb]jLsf] :yf+ agfpFgnfO{ s] stL= sf7
rfxLg] /x]5= :j a'‰g'
kbf{ n]v\g] sf+ eofsf] 5 t;y{= dfyL n]vLo]sf] ci6dfCsfb]
jLsf] :yf+ agfpFgfnfO{
s] stL sf7= rfxLg] /x]5= hfrL= eofsf] a]xf]/f= rf8f] n]vL=
k7fpFg] sf+ u/] a]; xf]nf
O{tL ;Djt\ !((! ;fn\= r}q @) ut] /f]h # z'ed\ ––––––––––
English Translation
ørã
From the Bhåka§pa Pã. Sa§sthà to the Kathmandu City
Assessment Unit of the Same
Chit
In response to the application made by Bhairavbahàdur Josã,
a resident of Phasãkeva, who has said that the 10 units of
12-cubit wooden beams and posts, sent by the office, were
not suitable for reconstructing the quake-damaged temple of
the ørãaùñamàtçkàdevã at Macalã on the way to the shrine of
Pacalãbhairav, and has requested for the required quantity of
the timber of another species, this chit has been written to
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Di. Ram

enquire into the quantity of the timber necessary to rebuild
the temple of the Aùñamàtçkàdevã. It will be fitting if you could
report after assessing the timber requirement for the purpose
at the earliest. In the year Samvat 1991, 20 Caitra, Tuesday.
Be auspicious!

Image 4C: Reconstruction Material Requirement, 1935
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Devanagari Transliteration

>LM

:xL e}/jafxfb'/ hf];L sf= km;L s]j

lnifLtd sf7df8f} km;Ls]j a:g] e|j} -Û_axfb'/ hf];L cfu] krlne}/j:yfg\
hfg] af6f]sf] drln e+g]= 7fpFdf >Lci6dfC[sfb]jLsf] :yfg\ e"=sDk
n] eTs]sf] agfpgfnfO{= lgsf;f eofsf] !@ xft] bln+ yf+ !) rfxL+b}g
cs}{ ls;L+sf] rfxL+g] htL sf7 kfpF egL kml;s]j a:g] e}/jaxfb'/
hf];Ln] biff{:t lbo]sf] x'gfn] ;f] ci6dfqLsfb]jLsf] :yfg\ agfp
gfpgf-Û_nfO{= s] slt sf7 rfxL+g] /x]5 s] slt sf7 rfxL+5 -Û_ hfrL k
7fO{ bLg' e+g]= e'=s=kL=;:yfaf6 (!.!@.@).# df= o; kmf6\nfO{ n]
iff}6 e} cfofsf] x'gfn] cfh dnfO{ lemsfO{= tLdLn] drln b]jn
agfpg= biff{:t bLo]sf] xf] xf]Og= xf] eg] ;f] b]jn agfpg s] stL
sf7\ nfu5 hfr ug{ b]iffO{ b]p egL cfh dnfO{ ;f]wgL ubf{ d]/f]
rLt a'‰of] o:df= ;f] b]jn agfpg= d}n] ;+:yf uf]Zjf/fdf biff{:t bL
ofsf] xf] gLsf;f u/fO{ bLg= wLnf u/]sf] x'gfn] d}n] >LsDof+8/
Og rLkm\ ;fx]asf xh'/df aLGtL r9fO{ ;L+xbaf{/= 3/sfh uf]
Zj/faf6 hfr u/fO{= yf;L+ e+g] sf7\ uf]6f $) rfnL;\ bLg] 7x/fO{
;f] sf7\ yf+ $) d}n] hLG;L uf]bf+af6 NofO{ ;s]sf] x'gfn]= ca=
;f] b]jn agfpg hfr ug{ / sf7\ :d]t rfxL+b}g= o:df em'Ýf a]xf]
/f n]ifL lbo]sf] 7x/] c}g\ ;jfn adf]hL+ a'emfpnf egL= d]/f] dgf]dfg\
if';L/fhL;+u sfuh n]ifL= sf=;= hfrkmf6\dfkm{6 >L % ;sf{
/df r9f~o"+ OtL ;Djt\ !((! ;fn r}q @# ut] ^ /f]h z'-ed\_
English Translation
ørã
Thus has been written. Since I, Bhraiv(!)bahàdur Josã, a resident
of Phasãkeva in Kathmandu, have applied for getting the required
quantity and quality of timber other than 10 units of the 12 cubitlong beams and posts, which are not now necessary, for rebuilding
the quake-ravaged temple of the Aùñamàtçkàdevã at Macalã, on the
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Sd. Bhairavbàhàdur Josã Kà. Phasã Keva

way to the Pacalãbhairav complex, this Office has received a letter for
assessing the quantity of the timber required for the reconstruction
of the said temple of the Aùñamàtçkàdevã from the Bhu.Ka.Pã. Sasthà
on 91.12.20.3, this Office has sent for me and asked to confirm
whether I have applied for the reconstruction of the Macalã temple
and to assist its enquiry into the needed quantity of timber. This I
confirm. I did apply to the Public Civil Office for the purpose, but
due to delay in sanctioning the material, I made presentation at the
Commander-in-Chief Saheb’s office, got the temple measured by the
Public Works Office at Sã§hadarbàr, and since then, have received 40
units of thàsi§ from the Materials Godown according to the approved
estimate. It is not necessary that this office assesses the need or
issues the timber as previously sanctioned. Having fully understood
that I will be liable, as per the prevailing Orders and Questions, if
I have made false details here, I submit this document to the Royal
Government through the Kathmandu City Assessment Unit. In the
year Samvat 1991, 23 Caitra, Friday. Be auspicious!

DOCUMENT 5
Targeting Distribution of the Financial Aid
to the Quake Affected Population
The following document provides a parallel example of the financial aid
mechanism in the 1934 Great Earthquake. Several points compare well to the
aid mechanism devised after the 2015 quake. The financial aid mechanism
was in place in Month 4 then. By Month 7, the state had completed the
damage assessment and distributed the financial relief package. It had
also supplemented the survey with fresh households who had been left out
earlier. The striking point is, however, the attempt of the state to match the
relief with the need of the households. The ‘democratic’ Nepali state is so
ignorant about the household variation in the need that it thought it fit to
distribute resources equally irrespective of the damages. The seemingly
equitable gesture is actually an inability of the state apparatus to act with
just discrimination. The inability, as noted above, springs partly from its
unwillingness to engage with existing social disparity. The ‘autocratic’ Nepali
state, in comparison, was so particular that it sought to ensure that the aid
recipient was a female destitute and that the substitute claimant, who applied
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for the benefit after the sudden death of the recipient, was the rightful heir
and a female destitute herself. The lesson is, of course, not that all-powerful
(‘high-level’) and autonomous state agency under the ‘autocratic’ regime
can quickly deliver relief, but that any state agency should have capacity
to identify and discriminate the target of the relief flows rather early and
efficiently (Roy 2012). The financial aid for reconstruction began flowing
to a limited number of householders in Singati, Dolakha district about ten
months after the April Earthquake in 2015. Quake-affected families in the
31 districts spent the scorching heat, torrential monsoon and severe winter
in their corrugated roof shelters, waiting for the aid to arrive. The delay was
attributed in part to the late formation of the NRA, in part to the donors’
insistence on rectifying the number of affected households that increased
every time the government announced a new relief package or conducted
a fresh assessment survey. The wait was also said to be caused by putting
in the place a public-private partnership modality for financial flows and
an unfamiliar arrangement of branchless banking in the quake-affected
districts. The new control architecture consisting of the resource centers
(for assistance) and service centers (for delivery) for reconstruction still
lack reach. The credibility of the government seems to have eroded to such
an extent that only a tiny percentage of households have so far claimed the
first instalment and some have stated that they would not actually spend it
on rebuilding until more favourable prospect appear.
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Image 5: Targeting Financial Aid, 1934
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Devanagari Transliteration

>L
e's+k kL8Ltf]4f/s -Û_ hfrL ¿k}`f bLg] efb\ufpF ;x/ @ g+ kmf6\df= iflto]sf
n]=s=
g/xl/g/;L+ /f0ffn] r9fosf] l/kf]6\ ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
pk|fGt () ;fn df3 @ ut]sf e's+kn] eo]sf gL/fwf/ 8L+ b'ifLnfO{ km+btkm{sf]
¿k}`f as; af8L ;f] af8]sf] kmfF6\ e's+k kL8Ltf]4f/ ;+:yfdf hfx]/ ug'{ e+g]
u/L as;]sf (!.!.*.^ sf if8\ugL;fgf ;gb adf]hL+ c3Lsf t]/Lhkmf/f+df gf
pF geo]sf] xfn\ 5'6s
\ f] nut u/L hfRbf 8L b'ifL b];Lofsf] efbufpF `f5] 6f]n a
:g] dfofb]jL tkf]n\gLnfO{ km+8af6 as; df]x¿ !@%. bLg] u/L nut u/L &
bLg] Dof
b 6f;]df gLhn] ¿k}`f nLg gkfp8} - _ d/]sf]n] ;f]O{ 3/ agfpgfnfO{ d kgL bL+
b'ifL g} x'= ;f] cfdfn] kfpg] eo]sf] ¿k}`f kfpF egL gLhsf] 5f]/L d;Lg'dfofn] biff{
:t bLo]sf] / ;f] 6f]Nsf enfbdLx¿;+u a'em\bf gLh d;Lg'dfof dfofb]jLsL
5f]/L xf] of]afx]s ghLssf] gftfsf] c? 5}g 8L+ b'ifL g} 5 e+g] d'if aof+ u/]
sf / a|LubLo]/af6 kgL cfdfn] kfpg] of] kgL 8L+ b'ifL x'bf o;}nfO{ bLg' e+
g] k|df+uL aL+tLkqdf nfuL cfo]sf] :d]taf6 gLh d;Lg'dfof tkf]n\gLs]
nutdf hgfO{ ;f] df]x¿ !@%.df k}nf k6s df]x¿ &%. bLo]sf]n] ;g8 adf]
hL+ hfx]/ u/]sf 5f}+ hf] dhL{ –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
		
		
		
O{lt ;Djt\ !((!

d]s= s'j]/zD;]/ yfkf 5]qL ––––––––––––––!
bL= s'nk|;fb pmkfWof –––––––––––––––––––!
j=;'= gf/fo0f;L+ yfkfdu/ –––––––––––––––!
;fn ef› ut] /f]h z'Ed\ –––––––––––––––––––––––––
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English Translation
ørã
A report submitted by Lt. Col. Naraharinarsã§ Ràõà, deputed in Bhàdgàu§
City Second Division for verifying the earthquake victims and distribution
of cash relief ------------------------------------------------------------------------Thereafter, as per the Khaóganãsànà Sanad dated 91.1.8.6 for distributing
cash relief to the destitute and needy among the people affected by the
earthquake of the 2 Màgh in the year 90, we surveyed the destitute and
needy not included in the previous assessment survey, but included in the
current survey, and found that Màyàdevã Tapolnã, a resident of ¥àche òol
in Bhàdgàu§, was listed as a recipient of an aid of Rs. 125, and was notified
to report within seven days. However, she died without benefiting from the
aid. So her daughter Masãnumàyà applied to claim that she was herself a
destitute and would need the money for rebuilding the house. Upon enquiry
with the gentlemen in the òol, they made oral testimony that the applicant
Masãnumàyà is the daughter and the only closest relative of Màyàdevã. The
Brigadier has also certified to allow the daughter to receive the benefits
allocated for the mother. Hence, we handed over the first instalment of Rs.
75 of the said Rs. 125 in the name of Masãnumàyà Tapolnã, included the
transaction in her record, and have made this representation to you. As you
order ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------		Ma. Col. Kuver÷amser Thàpà Chettrã-----------1
		Di. Kulprasàd æpàdhyà --------------------------1
		Va. Su. Nàràyaõsã§ Thàpàmagar---------------1
In the year Samvat 1991, * Bhàdra, * day. Be auspicious ---------------------
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DOCUMENT 6
Procurement of Timber for Reconstruction
Assembling required quantities of building materials for reconstruction is
nearly an impossible task in at least two specific cases. First, when existing
supply and distribution networks do not have the capacity to respond to the
sudden surge in the post-disaster demands, new networks will emerge to
tap the opportunity and alter conventional structures and organization of the
market. The new informal networks will be governed less by the interests
of the quake affected population, and more by the motives of the short
investors. The state, which is already impaired by its own contradictions, by
the breaking down of its rules, and by the strenuous relief responsibilities,
will be unable to regulate these emergent networks and actors. This will
create an effect of an acute shortage in which the materials are available
to the intermediaries, but not to the desperate end users. The shortage will,
however, die its slow natural death as the risks of withholding will eventually
become greater than the revenues from the sale. Second, when the state
has heavily regulated the supplies in the past (as was the case around 1934
Earthquake), it may seek to meet the sudden surge in the demand in the
post-quake context by expanding its appropriation base and/or by employing
coercive means to strengthen its monopoly over supplies. But the stateregulated markets remain unresponsive and thus, the distribution networks
will constrain the material flows along the prescribed paths. Consequently,
a new set of speculative entrepreneurs will emerge, who, by colluding
with the state authorities, will seek contracts to deliver the materials to the
needy. But the absence of fully functional chains in the regulated market
will cause many of these actors to fail to erect profitable distribution paths.
Hence the impression of short supply will dominate the scene even though
there are no constraints in the production. However, the shortage will soon
become irrelevant in this case as the quake affected population will procure
alternative building materials. The following document shows the process
of the second kind in which speculative entrepreneurs in Khopasi sought
an advance from the state to harness timber from the state-owned forests
and distribute it to the affected population in Bhaktapur, claiming a better
economy than the conventional state-regulated channels. We do not know
if the said contract was awarded. Bhaktapur city lanes remained narrow and
did not have shop lines as envisaged here. In April 2015, the city crumbled
to yet another earthquake.
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Image 6: Procurement of Timber, 1934
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Devanagari Transliteration

>LM
bvf{:tkq
pk|f+t () ;fn df3 @ ut]sf e's+kn] efbufpF ;x/ Hofb} ets]sf]= / ;6s
km/flsnf] u
/fpgf gLdLQ ahf/sf] kfnL hDd} etsfpg nufO{= as;]sf]n] 5]bLdf bnfg
iff]ln k
;n agfO{= a:g=nfO{ cu|fifx?=sf]= yfd ;ftf sLl;+sf]= gL8fnx?=;d]t= rfxLg]=
gnL
gx'g]= sfd eofsf]n]= hNbfhNbL d}= tof/ ug{ k/L= ;f]= yfd gLbfnx? gkfO{
sfd= x
hf{ eofsf] 5 t];f] x'gfn] ;f] sfdnfO{= k/n b/df= ;/sf/tkm{af6 aLqmL ug]{=
bnL+x? d'
l;;d]t rfxLo]sf]= sfd eofsf]n] 9'i+ fs{ @#))) t]O; xhf/ s6fgL= a+bf]a:t= u/]
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sfn]= bnLgx?nfO{= 9'+ifs{;/x yfd= gL8fnx? dfh ;h+ cu|fif tLg # sL;L+
sf] cu|fifsf] df]n nfdkf6sf aLqmL if/LbeGbf ;jfO{ 3l6= bLg]= a+bf]a:t ln
s6fgL s6fgL u/L= bLg]= a+bf]a:t u/L kfpF ;f] sf7\ s6fgL ug]={ k"j{ ! g+a/ sfe|]
knf+rf]s= O{nfsf kx/] ag= / rfiff]nf agx?df ^ -dl;kf t/L k'j{= sf]tof+ ufpF
bifLg= wgb]iff]nf pQ/ efiff]nfbf] s;] bf]aft\ k5L+ olt $ sLnfeLq_ s6fgL
ug]{= dg;fo ln b/
sf:t= bLg= cfo]sf] 5' ;f] ag aguf]Zjf/ftkm{af6 rLtfO{bf/ /fifL= a+bf]a:t=
u/]sf
x'gfn] ;f] agdf aguf]Zjf/}af6 if6fO{ 6frf nufO{= nufo]sf] dLtL dLtLsf] e
/kfO{= lng] bLg] u/L= s6fgL 9'jfgL;d]t= 7]sb] f/}af6= ug{ kfpg] u/L k]:sL= df]x/
#))). tLg xhf/ ¿k}`f k]:sL kfo]= r6\k6\= s6fgL= ug]{= a+bf]a:t u/L afxfnL
asl;
u/L kfpF= ;f] kmf6\ tkl;ndf n]ifLof adf]hL+sf]= sf7\x? afxgL kfofsf] dLtLb]
ifL ;f]
x| d}Gxf e+gfn] olx (! ;fn / (@ ;fne/= x'g]= eofsfn]= ;f]/ d}Gxf Dofb dfu]
sf] 5'= n]ifLo]sf ldtL=;Dddf r'slt u/L tk;Lndf n]ifLo]sf]= sf7\ a'emfpgfnfO{
;/sf/tkm{ efbufpF a[s]6=df a'emfpg] aGbf]a:t= u/L kfpF= ;f] dfyL= n]ifLo]sf]
;f]/ d}GxfeLqdf= s6fgL= 9'jfgL= u/L= efbufpF= a[s]6df a'emfpFbf sf7\ yfg
!)) bf
ifLn eofdf o]:sf] ln=o]sf df]? %). s6f u/L lbg] aGbf]a:t u/L kfpF= sf7\ b
ln+ d';L= yfd ;fgf 7'nf gL8fnx? tk;Lndf iff]n:tf n]ifL= bLofdf bln+x?sfx
snfO{= ;'t;Nnf kfpFg] bln+sf / 9'ifs{;/x cu|fifsf yfd gL8fnnfO{ nfd
kf6\=sf aLqmL=eGbf= ;jfO{ 36fO{= bLg]= 5' afxln= u/L kfpF= w]/} bLgsf] km'/;b
geo]
sf]n=] 3+6f3/sf]= Dofb ;d]t= ug{ gk/L em6\ afxln u/Las;]= efbufpF ;x/=sf
/}tfg=sf]= ;+wL;/kg k'Sg] u/L= 6xn ubf{ x'F= ;f] Joxf]/f g7x/] c}M ;jfn adf]hL+
a'emfpnf= ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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sf/:t -Û_ kq n]ifL e's+k lk8Ltf]=wf/s ;yf= ;L+x b/
af/= c8fdf r9f~o"= –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

;Djt !((! ;fn= kf}if= # ut] /f]h # ;'e+ –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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bf (!.(.$.$ b g+ #&)
English Translation
ørã
Thereafter, the city of Bhàdgàu§ was severely destroyed by the earthquake
of 2 Màgh of the year 90. And, as (your majesty) has ordered to demolish all
thatched fronts in the market so as to widen the streets, there is an urgent need
to supply several types of beams, cross-beams and pillars of the hardwood
(Agràùa) necessary for erecting shutter shops on the ground floor. A shortage
of beams and cross-beams has caused delays in the rebuilding efforts. For the
purpose, the government needs to cut 23,000 forest (ôhu§ùarka) trees and
sell the main beams and beams at the price of its procurement. The beams are
to be equivalent to the ôhu§ùarka. The pillar and cross-beams are to be of
three varieties Màj, Saja§ and Agràùa. I will supply the Agràùa members at
a quarter less than the rate fixed by the state supply office (Làmpaña). Please
sanction me the work. The timber will be gathered from the Area Number
1 Kàbhrepala§cok (from the Pahare and Càùolà forests in the east of the
rivulet Masipà, south of the Kotayà§ village, north of the Dhanade stream,
and west of the crossroad Dokase along the Bhàùolà). I have come to apply
for the permission to cut the trees within this area. Since the said forests are
managed by the Office of the Public Forests, I also request you to sanction
me, the contractor, to cut and transport the timber in return of the receipts
approved with the stamps of the Office of the Public Forests. If I receive an
advance of 3,000 Mohars or three thousand rupees, I will immediately arrange
to cut the trees. I submit this for your approval. I will need 16 months from
the date of payment of the advance to supply the quantities mentioned in the
following table to the Bhàdgàu§ Brigade. Please also order for a deduction
of 50 rupees for the submission of every 100 pieces of timber to the Brigade.
The table shows the quantities of beams, cross-beams, and pillars. The
timber will be of pine trees for the beams and of the Agràùa for the pillars
and cross-beams at a quarter less than the government procurement rate. As
there will be an insufficient time, allow me the contract without having to
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wait for the notice for the public procurement at Ghanñàghar. If awarded, I
will have provided my service to the people in the city of Bhàdgàu§. I will
also be responsible as per law if any of the details mentioned above prove
to be false.

Appendix
Thickness
in Inches

Width in
Inches

Length
in Foot

Unit
Rate

Remarks
(?)

3

4

9

-

-

3

4

10½

-

-

3

4

12

-

-

3

4

15

-

-

Pillar of Agràùa
4000

5

6

6

-

-

Pillar of Agràùa
4000

5

6

6¾

-

-

6

7

7½

-

-

7

9

13½

-

-

7

9

9

-

-

9

11

24

-

-

Due Quantity
Rafter of Pine
Trunk 3000
Rafter of Pine
Trunk 4000
Rafter of Pine
Trunk 2000
Beam of Pine
Trunk 1000

Pillar of Agràùa
2000
Cross Beam of
Agràùa 1000
Cross Beam of
do 3000
Cross Beam of
do 1000
Sd. Harùa
Bàhàdur
øreùña,
úopàsã

Harùabàhàdur øreùña and Nàràn Bhakta øreùña both the
residents of úopàsã in Region East Number 1 in Kà. Pa. „.
have written this application and submitted to the Bhukampa
Pióãtodhàrak Sathà in Sã§ha Darbàr ----------------------------In the year Samvat 1991, 3 Pausa, Tuesday. Be auspicious --------------------
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(On the reverse)
Reg. on 91.9.9.2
Reg. on 91.9.4.4. Reg. No. 370

DOCUMENT 7
Recovery of the Loans
This fragment refers to the difficulty in recovering the grant of loans extended
to the government employees. It was brought to the notice of the BPS that
whether it was appropriate to auction the properties of those state employees,
who are dead or have been sacked from the service. It was not possible to
make deductions from their remuneration in kind or in cash. The by-laws ask
to auction only the collaterals deposited by them. The document, issued by
the BPS in 1995 v.s. and approved by its head Hemraj Pandit, reprimands the
applicants for the delay they have incurred in the returns from the loans and
for following the easy route of seeking further sanctions of loans from the
office. It says it will hold the officers personally responsible for the default.
All such loans extended to the quake-affected households by the BPS was
declared on 17 Bhadra 1995 v.s. as ‘unreservedly remitted’ and would be
written off (Prasad 1975: 94).
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Image 7: Recovery of the Loans, 1938
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c? ;b/ 5 o]s afhL xfn hf/L
x'g] eo]sf] gf]6L; kgL tLgLx?
nfO{ jf= pmgLx?sf 3/sf xs\
jfnfnfO{ bLO{ ekf{O{ nLO{=cfpmg' jf
xf= k5L hfx]/ ug'{ dLtL ;b/

Devanagari Transliteration

>L= k|bLKtdf+j/k|;Lwuf]iff{b5L0fafx' jLåR5L/f]d0fLgfo]aa8fu'?Ho"
u'?/fh x]d/fh=k+8LtHo"=;L cfO{=af6 ;b/ u/]sf] ––––––––––––––––––
of] ;fk6L nLg] hfuLbf/x? d/L iff];L iffnL eofsf]n] gLhx?sf] iff+uL afnL
af6 s§L ug{ gkfO{ afsL /xg]x?sf] r}q d}Gxf;+d _ _ _ gtL/] wLtf] nLnf+ aL
qmL u/L pk/ ug'{ e+g] ;+d n]ifLo]sf] nL-nf+_ ]...[ hf/L ug]{ egL gn]
ifLo]sf]n] gLsf;f= kfpF egL hfx]/ u/]-sf]_ ]...[ o:nfO{ jLrf/
ubf{ hfuL/bf/x?sf] ?k}`f c;'n ug]{af/] ]...[ adf]hL+
c;'n pk/ ug'{ e+g] n]ifLo]s} x'bf c}+ ;jfnn] h] ug{‘ ]...[ df cfh;+d
;':tL u/L gLsf;fsf] iofn g/fvL gLsf;f kfpF egL hfx]/ u/]sf] b]ifLo]sf] x'gfn]
t'ln+ -<_ eo]sf c}+ ;jfn ;gb adf]hL+ u/L pk/ ug'{ pmk/ geo]sf]df t]; c8fsf
xfsL+
tx/L/n] Hjfkmb]xL x'gk' g]{ 5= egL sf];fno]= df k7fO{ bLg'= ––––––––––––––––––
		
		
		

xfsL+= dL;'= k+= /fdd0fL cfbL ––––––––––!
bL= /Tg gf/fo]0f k|wf+ ––––––––––––––––––!
gf=;'= rLlgofdf+= j}2 ––––––––––––––––––!

O{tL ;Djt\ !((% j};fif @) ut] z'Ed\ –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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The rest is approved. Hand
over the notice to them or their
rightholders with returns, and
then report the procedings to us.
Approved on the date.

English Translation

An order approved by Gururàj Hemràj Paõóitjyå, C.I., ørã Pradãptamà§(ya)
vara Prasãdhagorùadachãõabàhu Vidvacchãromaõã Nàyebbaóàgurujyå --------Since the government employees, who had received loans, have died or have
been sacked and their positions are now vacant, no deduction could be made
from their stipend. If these debtors do not repay the loans within the month
of Chaitra, it is written that their collaterals should be sold by auction (but)
it is not written that ]...[ be issued. Thus, considering your application for
sanctioning the budget, it is clear that you have dillydallied till today despite
written rules on recovering the loans given to the government employees
and that you have not made the application on time. Send a communication
to the Accounts saying do recover the loans as per existing Questions and
Orders. In case they are not recovered, the Officer and Writer will be made
responsible for the lapse-----------------------------------------------------------Officer Head Subbà Pt. Ràmmaõã âdã----------1
Di. Ratna Nàràyeõ Pradhà§-----------------------1
Na. Su. Cãniyàmà§. Vaidda-----------------------1
In the Samvat 1995, 20 Baisàùa. Be auspicious----------------------------
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DOCUMENT 8
Earthquake Shook the Definitions
The petition offers a rare view about the consequences of the state
reconstruction efforts on an individual household and its surroundings. It
refers to a situation whereby a resident in the densely populated core in
the municipality of Kathmandu found herself entangled in the property
disputes with her influential neighbor. The reconstruction followed after the
Great Earthquake in 1934, much like the case after 2015 quake, took neat
demarcations in defining simple everyday and seemingly objective notions
such as ‘house,’ ‘wall,’ ‘roof’ and ‘drains.’ As the following document shows,
these notions did not map onto complex realities: what the officers viewed
as a single wall turns out to be a composite artifice on which beams of two
houses rest in a complicated fashion; what one claimed as a doorway was
a cupboard for the other; and, what was claimed to be the outer wall (kilàs)
damaged by the earthquake was a gradual show of deliberate dereliction. The
Great Earthquake brought out in the surface such dormant relationships and
triggered fresh contentions in the affected society. This is the case in 2015
as it was the case in 1934. A recent Chautari publication has also shown
that ambiguities over the commonplace terms such as ‘family’ (parivàr)
and ‘household’ (ghar), ‘ownership’ (svàmitvako) and ‘use’ (basne), ‘single’
(ekàghar, eklauñã) and ‘composite’ (sagol) households became rife in the
aftermath of the earthquake (Raj and Gautam 2015). Clearly, the ambivalence
accentuated during the post-quake situation needs to be accommodated by
developing malleable characteristics in the administration overseeing the
reconstruction. Further, if such accommodation is not made at every scale
in the governance of the post-quake activities, contentions will become
inevitable and petty dynamics will influence the definitions.
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Image 8: Shaky Definitions, 1934
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Devanagari Transliteration

aL+tLkq
pk|fG+ t= dfxf/fh= s?0ff= gLwfg= bof;fu/= k|e=" sf7df8f}= km;Ls] -Û_ tf]n
a:g] ;'= o]1 af
xfb'/= ;+u sLnf; 3/sf] aLuf/L agfpg] d'2fdf= o]xL uofsf (! ;fn ;fp0f
# ut]df o]; e'
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s+k kL/f]bo] -Û_ ;+= sf7df8f}= ! gDa/ kmf6af6 O+hLgLo]/= je/;]/x?n] u/L
Nofofsf] gs;f x]bf{
;f] sLnf; xL/fb]jLsf] w]/} bnL+= 3';Lofsf] /= ;'Aaf= o]1afxfb'/sf s'g}= 7fpdf=
gLbfnx?:d]t
/x]sf] b]ifLo]sf] /= ;f] sLnf;df k'uL= c+bfhL $ O{ htL 3';]sf] /= t];|f tnfdf
$ O+r htL gLbf
n= 3';Lo]sf] #.( + @.^sf] 5'§f5'§}= uf/f] b]ifLofsf] 5'§f5'§} agfpg] o]1afxfb'/
sf] ;fjLs 3';]
sf] ;fjLs adf]hLd 3';fpGo] u/L= xL/fb]jLn]= & bL+leq= agfo]g= eGo]= nfu]
sf] ifr{= kmLtf{ nL sL
nf; 5f8L bLGo] u/L= ;'wf o]Uoafxfb'/n] agfpGo] kfgL hfg] 9n dL+;Lk]n6Lsf
krf{= adf]hLd
x'Go] egL= km};nf eofdf ;'wf, o]1afxfb'/sf] w'/L gLbfn egL= n]ifLofsfnfO{=
;f] gLbfn /
x]sf tnf uf/f]df gLh ;'wfsf] o]sfk§L /= cfsf{k§L= d]/f bnL+ c8Lofsf]= ;ftL-<_
aLr uf/f]dfyL
/x]sf] ;fhf gLbfn $ tnfdf= c8]sf] /= t];|f tnf egL n]ifL-of_sf] xf]O{g=
kfFrf} tnfdf= uf/f]df=
gLbfn /xL= uf/f] b]ifL= aflx/ gLbfn c8Lg]= iffaf /x]sf]= d]/f] w'/L= uf/}eLq iffaf
/xL= c8]sf]
;f] uf/f]= t]tL= d}n]= grkL= uf/f] grfk]g= eg]= c?= d]/f] 3/sf] h+d}= bnL+df= ;f]
uf/f]sf] kfgL u
O{ gf]s;f+ x'g] x'bf uf/f] rkL= t];dfyL 5fgf= nufO{ /fif]sf 5'+= #.(sf] uf/f]= d]/f]
/= @.^sf] uf/f] gL
h= ;'wfsf] x'bf 5'6f5'§} agfpbf @.^sf] gLh ;'wfn] afx]s c?= h+d} d}n] agfpg'=
kg]{ eofsf]=
;f] a]xf]/f= k:6 gif'n]sf]= kfgL hfg] 9nsf af/] d]/f ph'/= k/L= ckLn c8faf6
7x/]sf Og;fkm a
df]hLd= x'g] dL+;Lk]n6Laf6= csf]{ krf{= e};s]sf] / uf/f]= sLnf; agfpgfnfO{
;fhf uf/f] c
8]sf]= kftf= ;fhf uf/f]= c8]sf] kftf geTsfO{= agfpg gx'Go]= ;f] etsfO{= gLh
;'wfn] agfofdf ;f
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jLs= adf]hLd gu/L= gefofsf ‰ofn 9f]sf= gLsfln bLofdf= ;fjLs o]:tf]=
e+Gof= s]xL gs;f ge
ofsf] / t];|f tnfdf= 9f]sfsf] rf}sf];LnfO{= b/fh egL= n]ifL gs;f o]s yf]s=
km};nf o]s yf]s
x'g uofsf] x'bf= ;f] ;fhf uf/f]df= tn b]ifL= dfyL= a'OuF n= ;Dd= 7fp7fpF= 9f]sf
;fjLssf] k'/fg'= gL:;f
cfhts ;/hdLg dxh'b /x]sf]= ;f] 3/ o]s}hgfn] agfO{= k5L= 5f]/fx?n] o]s=
hgfn] ! hgfnfO{= ! h
gfn] ! hgfnfO{= a]r]sf] xf]= t];f] x'bf= eofsf] a]xf]/f= b/iff:t n]ifL= hfx]/ u/]sf]
5'= ;f] rf/f} tnfsf] sLnf;
uf/f] d]/f] 7x/]sf] e's+kn] eTs]sf] e+g]= d]/f]= ;faLtL 5}g= gLh ;'wfn] 9n ifgL=
bLof=sf s;'/af6 eT
s]sf]= e+g]= c3Lb]ifL g}= ph'/ eofsf]= e"s+kn] eTs]sf] eof= xfdLx?sf] 6f]ndf=
k'/fg'= hLg{ eofsf]
b]jrf dfg+w/sf] ! 3/afx]s= c?= s;}sf] kgL eTs]sf] 5}g= cnL cnL r/s]
d/s]sf];Dd 5 gLh}
o]1afxfb'/sf] kNnf ! gfn] kgL= s]xL s]xL dfq r/s]sf] 5 hfr= af6 hfx]/
xf]nf= t];f] x'bf d]/f]
3/= e'sk+ n]= r/s]sf] xf]Og= gLh= sf s;'/n]= d]/f gfln;df n]=ifLofsf] a]xf]/fn]=
;Dd r/s]sf] xf]=
c? s'/fdf= c3L g}= cbfntdf gfnL; k/]sf] 5= o]1afxfb'/ ;fhf+ e+g]= d d]/f]
osnf}6L e+g]=
uf/f] 3';fpg] s'/fdf gfnL; k/]sf] 5}g= o]; c8faf6= 3';fO{ bLg]= jf cbfnt}af6
3';fO{= bLg] s]
xf] e+g=] ;Dd d]/f] ph'/L xf]= t];f] x'bf= n]ifLof adf]hLd= ;/hdL+ dxh'b /x]sfn]=
gs;f b'?:t
u/L ;fhf=uf/f]dfyLsf 5fgf=sf] / t]; 5fgfgL/sf d]/f sf};L= :d]t=sf] gs;f
ug'{ k/]sf]=
gs;f :d]t u/L= b'?:t gs;f u/L= gs;f / km};nf= ;/hdL+ :d]t= km/s gkg]{
u/L= kfpF= of] a]xf]/f
gfnL; k/]sf clkndf e+bf xfdLx?sf c8faf6 gs;f ug]{ 6fo]d eofsf] 5}g=
egL= hjfkm=
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:xL e}/j
afxfb'/ hf];L
j6' km;Ls]j

bLofsf] x'bf= o];} c8faf6 gfk gs;f b'?:t u/L= kfpF= ;fjLsdf eofsf= d]/f
hufdf ag]sf 3/ -et<_
gLsf]= s/s6 kf6f c8Lo]sf= bnLgsf k/iffn gLh ;'2fn]= eTsfo]sf] gLh}af6
;fjLs a
df]hLd agfpg nufO{ tof/ u/fO{ kfpF= e+Gg]:d]t OTofbL a]xf]/fsf]= e'sk+ kL= p=
;+= sf7df8f}+ ! g+
kmf6df= d}n] b/iff:t= u/]df= km/s k/]sf] ;RofO bL+5'= emubLofn] gsn nuL=
;s]sf] x'bf csf]{ krf{
if8f u/L bLg'= e+Gbf= hjfkm eofsf] ;f] krf{= if8f u/L= tkf-<_ k/sf]= Dofb k§f=
k9L Dofb uof] eg]=
d]/f] ph'/ ga'emg] x'bf= kL/ k/]sf] a]xf]/f= -sf=O{= km;Ls]j 6f]n a:g] jif{ $%
sf] xL/fb]jL /= o]sf 3/;+usf= 5f]/f e}/jafxb'/nfO{ jf/]; u/L_ ;sf{/df hfx]/
ug{= cfofsf] 5'= ;f] d'bf o];= e's+k kL/f]bo]pwf
/s ;+;yf -Û_ af6 emLsL= ;/hdLg= gs;f= km};nf= :d]t b'?:t= u/L= kfpg] x'=F
dfyL n]ifLof adf]hLd
km/s gk/]sf] yx/]= c}g adf]hLd ;hfo] ;x'nf a'emfpnf –––––––––––––––––
		
;x/ sf7df8f} j6' km;Ls]j= 6f]n a:g] e}/jafxfb'/ hf];Lsf]
bLgk|tLsf]
s'0f]; s'0f]; ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
OtL ;Djt !((! ;fn cfiff9 @* ut] /f]h z'Ed –––––––––––––––––––––––!
English Translation
Petition
Thereafter, O Great King, the Source of Compassion and the Ocean of
Pity, O Lord! In the law suit on destroying the outer wall of house against
Yej¤a Bàhàdur, a resident of Phasãke(va) òol in Kathmandu. I found that
in the maps produced by the engineers and overseers in the First Division
Kathmandu of the Bhukampa Pãrodaye (!) Sa§. on 3 Sàun of the year 91,
many beams belonging to Hãràdevã penetrated in the wall and the rafters
belonging to Subba Yej¤abàhàdur were resting on the wall at several places,
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were embedded on the wall for about four inches, including in the third floor,
where there are two walls of thickness 3’9” and 2’6” clearly seen as separate.
In the note of the decision that Yej¤abàhàdur would rebuild the portion of his
structures and if Hãràdevã would not construct her part, Yegyabàhàdur would
build for her in return of the expenses incurred but would leave his claim,
and that the drainage would be built as per the notice of the municipality,
the rafters mentioned as belonging to Yej¤abàhàdur are actually sitting on
the wall which supports the beams also belonging to me. The common rafter
rest on the walls through the four floors, and the pillar supporting the rafter
is actually on the fifth floor and not on the third floor as stated. This pillar is
located within the wall supporting my roof. If I have not placed the roof over
the wall, the water would have sipped in and destroyed all beams in my house.
I have therefore covered the wall by a roof. The 3’9” thick wall is mine, and
the 2’6” belongs to him. If we build our houses separately, it was not clear
whether I would have to build everything save the said wall of 2’6”. Hence,
I also made complaints about the water drainage, and the Municipality has
established the note to act as per decision of the on-going appeal. It will not
be possible to reconstruct the outer wall without demolishing the common
wall. If he builds on simultaneously, he can place windows and doors,
and since there is no map representing the existing state, and since he has
already claimed a door frame as being a cupboard and the map varies with
the decision. The common wall is so far verily standing from the ground
up to the kitchen as it has always been. This house was built by a person,
and the heirs of the person had sold their shares to different individuals.
What I have stated are all verifiable facts. The outer wall belonging to me
was not destroyed during the earthquake, but was fallen also because of the
improper water drains due to his negligence and I had already complained
about it before. If it could be destroyed by the earthquake, houses in our
quarters except the old and weak house belonging to Devacà Màna§dhar
were not destroyed, only slightly showing hairlines. An examination would
also reveal that Yej¤abàhàdur’s own house of single measure (ek nàle) was
also little affected. My house was also damaged not by the earthquake, but
by his negligence which I have elaborated above. Other issues are already
under the consideration of the court. There is no dispute on whether the wall,
which Yej¤abàhàdur claims as his and I as mine, is to be built in situ, but
my application is only about whether the office will build it or through the
court orders. Thus, since the existing details on the site are as stated above, I
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request the office to amend the maps by depicting the roof above the common
wall, and my own terrace near by the roof. As the appellate court has said
that it would not soon verify the maps, I am asking this office to amend its
documents. The portion of my standing house, which is covered with the
corrugated sheets, together with the wall on which beams are rested, and
is damaged by him, I request the office to make him rebuild the portion. I
have made this application to the Bhåka§pa Pã. U. Sa§. Kathmandu First
Division. I am ready to make necessary amendments. Since my disputant
has already taken its copy and if delayed, the deadline for response may also
pass, hence with this urgency, I, Hãràdevã, age 45 and a resident of Kà. „.
Phasãkeva, and Bhairavbàhadur, my representative, and son residing in the
single family, have come to apply to this government. Let this Bhåka§pa
Pãrodayevdhàraka Sa§sathà conduct the field assessment, call the maps and
decide. If I am proven to falsify or provide inaccurate information, I am
ready to face punishments as per the law in the country.
Sd Bhairav
Bàhàdur,
Phasãkeva

Bhairavbàhàdur Josã, a resident of Phasãkeva Vañu òole in the
city of Kathmandu, hereby offers his billions of obeisance.

In the year Samvat 1991, 28 Asàr, *day. Be auspicious!
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